Abstract-Periodic defected ground structures (PDGS) with rectangular defected areas has excellent low-pass properties when periodic unit amounts and structure sizes meet definite conditions. Microwave low-pass filter ( 
INTRODUCTION
Defected ground structures (DGS) are recently one of the hottest topics which are researched in microwave domain, which developed from the photonics bandgap (PBG) structures. DGS can achieve high-performance which can not be obtained by conventional technology. Because of the advantage of DGS, such as having small structure size and simple model, it has been widely used in the design of microwave filter、oscillator 、coupler、power amplifier and antenna. PDGS with defected rectangles are the structures that are etched periodically using the rectangular holes on their ground plane. Rectangular defected areas and one connecting slot correspond to the equivalently added inductance (L) and capacitance (C), respectively. Accordingly, a resonance occurs at a certain frequency because of the parallel L-C circuit. Inversely, it is intuitively known that the equivalent circuit includes a pair of parallel inductor-capacitor from the resonant phenomenon in the S-parameter. This means that the microstrip structure having PDGS with defected rectangles does not have all-pass characteristics, but restricted passband properties. PDGS with defected rectangles can be used to prohibit the propagation of electromagnetic waves within a certain band of frequency. Broadband filter can be implemented through the cascading of many PDGS with defected rectangles, which have wide application prospects in microwave circuits and antenna domain.
Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method is frequently utilized to analyze rectangular PDGS-LPF, which is a kind of electromagnetic numerical value analysis methods that are precise and strict. FDTD has a strong ability of simulating many complex structures, and can gain time domain waveform of the subject investigated [1~3] . Frequency characteristic can be correspondingly obtained by Fourier transform, furthermore it can avoid sick results likely occurring in the process of calculating equations, and decrease largely memory space and computing time, so FDTD method is applied to research PDGS-LPF. FDTD with the perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbed boundary is used to analyze PDGS-LPF because it has an advantage over traditional Mur absorbed boundary, such as more simple feedback model, smaller calculation space, faster convergence, unconstrained by angle of incidence and frequency. FDTD is precise and strict, but the time-consuming disadvantage of FDTD seriously hinders the precise analysis and quick design of rectangular PDGS-LPF. Effective models of rectangular PDGS-LPF are necessarily built in order to facilitate computer aided design and save time. In this paper, RBF intelligent model of rectangular PDGS-LPF is developed for the first time on the basis of FDTD analysis. The structure sizes of rectangular PDGS-LPF and the frequency are defined as the input samples of the RBF, transmission coefficient (S21) are defined as the output samples. Transmission coefficient of rectangular PDGS-LPF at any arbitrary structure sizes and any arbitrary frequency within training values range can be obtained quickly from RBF intelligent model after the RBF has been successfully trained with improved Gaussian algorithm. Although training RBF will spend much time, trained RBF model can quickly give precise results which have finally been approved by FDTD results [4~7] . It is also showed that RBF intelligent model is very effective, which will provide powerful approach for the precise analysis and quick design of rectangular PDGS-LPF.
II. RECTANGULAR PDGS-LPF
The structures are shown in Fig.1 , in which defected rectangles are periodic unit, l 1 is the length of the whole structures, l 2 is the width of the whole structures, w is the width of microstrip line, d is the space between periodic unit, a and b are the structure sizes. Rectangular PDGS-LPF shown in Fig.1 have obvious low-pass filter characteristic after being analyzed through FDTD (defected rectangles being supposed equal intervals distribution). After one dimension distribution PDGS-LPF whose periodic unit being defected rectangles as shown in Fig.1 are analyzed with FDTD, the whole structure size is l 1 =120mm, l 2 =30mm, the width of microstrip line is w=3mm, the space between periodic unit is d=20mm, the relative dielectric constant is εr =2.65, the thickness of dielectric slab is 1mm. Periodic units amounts n are 5 constantly. Defected rectangular holes have the same structure sizes between 6mm and 10mm, that is to say, values range of the structure sizes a and b is from 6mm to 10mm.
The results of the FDTD simulation show good agreements with the results of measurement in the references [2] as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 with the same structure parameters. It is said that the results of FDTD simulation and measurement in the references [2] verify the validity of the FDTD method. is greater than certain value the relevant weight j W can be modified. So RBF neural networks are provided with some merits: local approach, fast convergence. At the same time, RBF networks have good compactness that Gaussian function doesn't have. Gaussian function is simple even there is many input variable. The scale of RBF neural networks is generally big, but whose ability of approach is good and the speed is rapid, which can approach a majority of linear or nonlinear functions at arbitrary accuracy.
IV. RBF INTELLIGENT MODEL OF PDGS-LPF
RBF intelligent model of rectangular PDGS-LPF is developed for the first time through RBF neural network theory. The precise S21 of rectangular PDGS-LPF is obtained on the basis of FDTD analysis. The structure sizes a, b and the frequency f are defined as the input samples of RBF intelligent model, S21 are defined as the output samples. The values range of structure sizes a, b is 6mm≤ a≤10mm， 6mm≤ b≤10mm. Periodic unit amounts n is 5 constantly. Through analyzing transmission characteristic of PDGS with defected rectangles, it is obvious that they have excellent low-pass filter characteristic within the frequency band 0~5.5GHz. Consequently the values range of frequency f is limited 0GHz≤ f≤5.5GHz. In the values range of these parameters which are a, b and f, S21 is calculated by FDTD. The samples collected will be divided into training samples and test samples. RBF intelligent model is trained arriving at accuracy set in advance. The accuracy set in advance is higher, and the trained neural networks are more precise. Of course training time spent will be much longer. S21 of rectangular PDGS-LPF at any arbitrary parameters (including structure sizes a, b, frequency f) within training values range can be obtained quickly from intelligent model after RBF intelligent model has been successfully trained with improved Gaussian algorithm. As the RBF intelligent model has been trained with improved Gaussian algorithm, S21 of rectangular PDGS-LPF at any arbitrary parameters (a, b) being not trained in training values range (for example a=7mm, b=8mm; a=7mm, b=9mm; a=8mm, b=6mm; a=8mm, b=8mm) and the frequencies can be obtained quickly from RBF intelligent model, which greatly overcomes the time-consuming disadvantage of FDTD. Although training RBF intelligent model will spend much time, trained intelligent model can quickly give precise results which have finally been approved by FDTD results. Finally, RBF intelligent model has been approved by FDTD results.
The results of intelligent model and the calculated results of FDTD are compared with in Fig.5~ Fig.8 . It is shown that these results match very well each other, the average absolute error is less than 1%, which will provide powerful approach for the precise analysis and quick design of rectangular PDGS-LPF. 
